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WOW RESIDENCY AT CRE8

TAPPING INTO THE WICK:
aN OUTINg WITH WOW

PUBLIC WORKS
R-urban Wick’s ambition is to set up a re-use centre which promotes and explore local practices and
techniques of re-use. In its first phase, R-urban
Wick exists as a series of workshops and events
which take place across Hackney Wick and Fish
Island, ‘visiting and plugging into’ local projects
which promote re-use, local resilience and local
governance, before settling on a specific site. The
workshops help us to get to know these existing
projects and practices, building a network and informing our understanding of what will constitute
a local re-use centre.
During February and March, Wick On Wheels
has been in residence at the Cre8 lifestyle Centre
on the Eastway in Hackney Wick. The aim has been
to open up a dialogue with the centre and its ambitious plans of designing an Earthship-inspired
structure named the CRE8 ARC, which will be built
at the rear of the existing building.
Over a two month period we have been
utilising Cre8’s outdoor space to run a series of
workshops focusing on the design, development
and construction of low-tec prototypes using reclaimed materials found and gathered from around
Hackney Wick. The workshops were designed to
establish a collaborative moment between the two
projects (Cre8 Arc & R-urban) as well as exploring
techniques of re-use which can easily be adopted
and re-appropriated.
Over the course of two month we have focused on developing a light weight dismountable
panel using recycled beer cans, build a plant regulated growing system for increasing the yield and
simplyfying plant managment and explored a old
japanes timber sorching technique for the preservation of wooden cladding.
Alongside the larger public workshops we
ran daily drop in workshops which allowed passers
by to engage with the project on a more impromptu basis. The time on site has been productive in the
construction of low cost, low-tec physical devices,
the realisation of which promote local resilience
and a culture of re-use. They have been equally productive in extending the network in which the project exists and operates. Being outside and in full
view from the street has been met with much interest from both skilled and unskilled persons keen to
become involved and participate in the project.
We are currently in the midst of producing
manuals to document each of the prototypes that
were built over the last two months. The manuals
exist to capture and share the knowledge that was
created and can be downloaded for free at the rurban-wick website – www.wickonwheels.net
In addition to the hands-on workshops, we
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hosted Wick Session #8 on Re-use at the Cre8 centre to coincide with our residency. An evening of
talks with invited speakers bringing together a
broad range of expertise around the subject of material re-use.
Cre8 have accommodated use very generously – proving us with a place to run open
workshops in the public eye and also with storage space, shared information and networks. Reciprocally, we have acted as a point of interaction
between the construction project going on behind
the tall white fence which physically and visually
blocks access between the construction site, the
people on the street and the design team housed
inside the Old Baths building.

LUCY SCHOFIELD

It has been through these participatory activities over the past moths that we have been learning
how – in very practical terms – local re-use might
have a greater effect within the everyday lives of
residents and users of Hackney Wick. In turn it is
their ideas that are informing how a re-use centre
might manifest itself further down the line.
We are currently setting up our next residency while trying to secure a permanent site
on which to locate the re-use centre.

CRE8 LIFESTYLE CENTRE
Cre8 Lifestyle Centre is a landmark London 2012
regeneration project which is committed to changing the lives of all the people it supports and
works with through training, learning, personal
development and cultural experiences. Developed
and run by the London Coaching Foundation, Cre8
is a social enterprise which aims to close the
economic gap between the London Olympic Boroughs
and more affluent areas of London, creating equal
and better opportunities for all and young people
in particular. www.cre8lifestylecentre.org.uk
ARCECO
ArcEco is a non-profit making organisation that
are delivering sustainable self-build opportunities in London. ArcEco is based in London, using
recycled materials to build innovative archetypical abodes within London’s urban landscape.
www.arceco.org
EARTHSHIP
An earthship is a type of passive solar house
made of natural and recycled materials. Designed
and marketed by Earthship Biotecture, USA, the
homes are primarily constructed to work as autonomous buildings, using thermal mass construction to naturally regulate indoor temperature.
(source: wikipedia). http://earthship.com
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With a jolt we are off and the float lurches out of the
Cre8 Centre on a making mission in the wider Wick.
We pick up a passing jogger, keen to get involved in
some making and stop for supplies, unwanted palettes from Central books. We continue to our destination, Station Food and Wines. It is an unofficial
hub of Hackney Wick. We are welcomed by the three
Turkish brothers and shop owners with great interest, and told we can park out front.
Stevie has been collecting scrap materials
from the area for our session: old palettes and beer
cans to make a screen and cover for the float. He
has sophisticated plans but it is a slow and tortuous
assembly process from scraps to finished product.
We need more supplies and want to meet locals who
will help us. The shop is a good place to catch passers by and new arrivals from the station: artists and
industry workers, families or rail workers.
With our enthusiastic jogger, we get on with
assembling the panels and building boxes. People
drift by or emerge from the nearby alleys. Most are
mAY 2013

amused and interested, some stop for a gossip. A
small boy eyeballs the float. We merge in with Hackney Wick. No one is remotely surprised.
David arrives with a new agenda. A percussion
musician, he is after our leftovers: the chopped off
tops of our cans. It seems bizarre, but a good idea.
All afternoon, he recycles our second hand leftovers, intensely hammering the disks flat. We rustle
more helpers, and gather momentum. The afternoon’s products emerge: beer can screen, two boxes
and a pile of noisy clattering disks to be strung up
and used for musical accompaniments. We distribute our boxes in the local area, attaching one to the
gate opposite the shop.
A productive afternoon, it has been a good
spot for a catch up. Hackney Wick is creative and
quirky, friendly and accommodating. The community
orbits the shop: the local wheeler dealer walks past,
the compulsive storyteller stops for a chat, we get
a wave from a friend at the counter… we have made
contact. We look forward to more.
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FOLKE KÖEBBERLING and
MARTIN KALTWASSER
Trash your house (2009)
Found house, video loop
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Held at the Cre8 centre in Hackney Wick and hosted
by Public Works, the latest Wick Session presented a series of talks by practitioners working in the
field of material Re-use. Addressing everything of
Open Source design to affordable workspace in the
area, the Wick Sessions are a series of talks held as
part of the R-Urban-Wick project, which aims to
establish networks of urban resilience, including
environmental self-governance and local exchange
economies. In this context resilience refers to a
strategy of community empowerment, of building links between committed locals, architects and
designers in order to create environments- both
social and economic- that are co-authored by the
people who actually live and work there. Of course,
language is a slippery tool, and the word resilience
is also used in discourses as varied as military, mental health and economics for its connotations of an
ability to spring back from crisis, and anticipate future disasters. Mark Neocleous for example, in his
essay Resisting Resilience, points out that this has
proved expedient to quangos like the WHO and IMF
who advocate it as “one main way of managing the
‘disaster’ that is the global financial crisis”- that it,
by deferring the responsibility onto citizens, who
are expected to become more ‘resilient’.
As R-Urban point out though, ‘flows, networks and circuits of production-consumption’ will
be formed through the activities they support and
organise, ‘with an emphasis on sustainability.’ Reflecting this ethos, Wick Session 8 show-cased a diverse range of UK-based and international projects
which make use of existing materials- from public
sculpture to participatory design and self-built
eco-homes- the event high-lighted the importance
of re-use in sustainable approaches to architecture,
design and art. Addressing both economic and environmental sustainability, the event provided varied
practical and theoretical approaches to urban resilience through re-use and self-building,
Re-use is a broad category which entails the
use of any reusable goods, not to be confused with
re-cycling, which is a form of re-use whereby discarded items are broken down in to their raw materials for conversion into something new. In the context of building, re-use refers to the secondary use
of materials first utilised in construction projects,
thus reducing energy consumption by preventing
decent materials going to landfill. Given Hackney
Wick’s proximity to a very large building project,
involving numerous temporary structures- i.e. the
Olympic Park- re-use is clearly a buzzword amongst
local designers and architects, with local skate park
Frontside Gardens, as well as the Cre8 Centre’s Arc
Project, both built partly with materials gleaned
from it.
The Arc project, as Craig Hunter from the
Cre8 centre explained in his presentation, is a lodge
and eco-garden being constructed with the involvement of the local community from left-over materials first used in the Olympic Parks’ aquatics
centre, track and car park. Moira Lascelles from
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The Architecture Foundation show-cased a range
of projects that employed different models of reuse, from a company re-selling unwanted furniture
in the US, to a theatre built from re-used pallets
in London; her case-studies provided different examples of how re-use can be profitable as well as
artistic, especially with government assistance in
the form of incubating small businesses. Ecologist Daren Howarth meanwhile spoke passionately
about his self-built eco-homes, built firstly Brighton, then in Brittany, which reflect his philosophy of
holistic integration of nature, materials and architecture; his homes utlise cutting edge technologies
of waste reduction as well as traditional building
methods, and are constructed by non-professional
builders without the assistance of an architect.
Designer Thomas Pausz’s participatory project drew on the oral history of the Manor Gardens
allotments, re-located in the run up to the Olympics, and resulted in a collectively built version of
the plot-holders’ sheds in the centre of London;
working directly with the tenants, and inviting
them to help design the shed as well as offering it
to them as a meeting place for their own relocation campaign, the project reflected a collaborative approach to design achieved through collective
authorship. Finally, artist Folke Koebberling, who
works in partnership with Martin Kaltwasser, presented a series of public sculptures constructed
from waste materials, including a wonderful tractor
built from wheat-board, a biodegradable building
material left over from the Winter Olympics in Vancouver. Her practice also drew out the differences
between temporary and permanent structures, and
the relative ease in obtaining planning permission
for temporary works of art, as opposed to longerterm buildings.
Apart from the commitment to re-use, a
few other connecting themes emerged from the
evening’s presentations. First of all, the notion of
self-build, which appeared at times to be almost
conflated with the idea of re-use, or at least with
sustainability, despite being technically unrelated
(clearly you could self-build using brand new, noneco-friendly materials). ‘Self-building’ seemed to
be portrayed by some of the presenters as a democratic, egalitarian model of construction, a DIY
ethos affirming that anyone can build, including enthusiastic amateurs. The Cre8 centre for example is
keen to stress the involvement of local volunteers
and work experience groups in the building of the
Arc project, who will gain skills under the supervision of experienced professionals; this would seem
to align with the resilience ethos, whereby local
communities are empowered by learning transferable skills while simultaneously fostering pride in
local architecture.
Daren similarly emphasized that his homes
were built by committed non-professionals, a point
made clear in the short video clip he showed which
conveyed the almost festival atmosphere of convivial cooperation on site during the build, while
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Thomas’s project directly grew out of the sheds
built by the plot-holders, who are again keen amateurs, rather than professional designers or builders. Self-building is also fundamental to many of
the live-work and studio spaces in Hackney Wick,
like Stour Space and Vittoria Wharf, which depend
on the initiative, creativity and hard work of residents to construct affordable living arrangements.
These undeniably positive aspects aside,
however, self-building – particularly when involving
volunteers – could also be seen as a benign form
of exploitation of the unskilled to do the legwork
involved in construction, at reduced (or no) cost. As
artists and others in the creative industries are all
too aware through the entrenchment of the intern
system, an economy that advocates voluntarism
to the detriment of paid jobs runs the risk both of
making opportunities available only to those with
time or money to spare (namely, the more privileged), and making those with expertise and training
unable to get paid properly for their skills (namely,
professionals).
Thus the free labour involved in self-build
projects cannot be over-looked, echoing to an extent one of the key factors of re-use and re-cycling:
the hidden labour it involves. Folke for example
noted the exhausting process of sourcing left-over
materials like plastic bottles, pallets, and plastic
cups, required for the construction of her projects. Another hidden cost is delivery and storage,
required to keep materials safe and dry until building begins. So, while re-use undoubtedly saves on
the energy consumption and cost of fabrication,
government initiatives that aim to encourage reuse need to take account of the labour and storage
costs involved for it to be truly viable.
Emerging from the lengthy, often arduous
sourcing and collection process was, as Daren noted, the importance of dialogue and relationshipbuilding between suppliers, construction companies, designers and architects, ensuring the right
materials to go the right people. This reflected the
role of participation in re-use and self-building,
which came up indirectly in all the presentations.
Thomas’s project for example was best described as
participatory design, since the sharing of memories,
interaction and conversation with the allotment
tenants were integral to its success; as he said, the
rebuild of the shed ended up as secondary to this
process of dialogue and exchange between all involved. A question often asked of participatory art
projects, is, however, equally relevant here: does
the simple fact of participation and the involvement
of locals (amateurs, volunteers, keen enthusiasts
and any mix of all three) make a project ‘successful’? What are the criteria for judgment- a socially
responsible ethos of community engagement (i.e.
the process), or a well-designed and functioning
building with longevity and real use to the public
(i.e. the outcome)?
Of course, the answer the invited practitioners would likely settle for is a mixture of both. My
ISSUE 2

impression was that the re-use and self-build approach being advocated ideally involves both empowering the local community through the passing
on of skills in exchange for their time, and constructing a great building that will serve their needs.
Another aspect of self-building is the sense of pride
and ownership fostered by being involved in the
construction process, which, given the rampant private development in East London, could be vital; after all, a community with an investment in its built
environment is more likely to petition against it being destroyed to make way for pent-houses. Selfbuilding and material re-use also create links between different parts of a local are at a grass-roots
level, suggesting they may be key aspects of urban
resilience. Thus, any effort to foster relationships
between builders, architects and existing communities, as this event did through its diverse audience
and presenters, is surely to be encouraged.
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GOVERNMENT
INITIATIVES TO
ENCOURAGE
RE-USE NEED TO
TAKE ACCOUNT
OF THE LABOUR
AND STORAGE
COSTS INVOLVED
FOR IT TO BE
TRULY VIABLE
RE-USE IS NOT
TO BE CONFUSED
WITH RECYCLING, WHICH
IS A FORM OF
RE-USE WHEREBY
DISCARDED ITEMS
ARE BROKEN
DOWN IN TO THEIR
RAW MATERIALS

ERICA SCOURTI
Artist and writer born in Athens, Greece and
now based in London. She works with video, text,
drawing and online projects, as well as writing
about art, urban issues and technology, and has
shown work internationally at galleries and institutions such as the Museo Reine Sofia, Kunstmuseum Bonn, Jeu de Paume Museum, Haus De Kulturen
Berlin, as well as film festivals such as IMPAKT,
Anti-Matter and Open City Docs. She is currently
enrolled on a Research Masters in Moving Image
Art at Central St Martins in conjunction with
LUX, where her research focuses on mediated performance and the figure of the female fool.
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The R-Urban Wick ReUser Guide includes an
online collection of re-use resources, The task of
compiling a collection of ReUse Resources is a way
to think about what a ReUse Centre in East London
could be; what services it could offer and what
kind of spaces, equipment and people it might
need in order to operate effectively. The collection refers to both UK and International examples
and considers re-use at a range of scales, from the
how-to of re-using specific kinds of materials to
policy-level advocacy and research.
Re-Use Centres, such as the UrbanOre
EcoPark in San Francisco, USA are examples of an
established culture for the commercial re-selling
of reclaimed materials to the general public, which
is often accompanied by piggy-back services such
as deconstruction contracting and knowledge exchange classes. Whilst centres like UrbanOre seem
to exist in almost every State in the US, there are
also a few European examples – such as KunstStoffe in Berlin – that trace a path into construction from a background in supplying re-claimed
materials to artists and other creative industries.
The tendency in the UK is towards webbased material exchange-type services – such as
Recipro, SalvoWEB, and WhyWaste? – that aim
to connect those that seek materials with those
that hold an unwanted surplus. Networked citizen
initiatives, such as Freecycle and Freegle facilitate peer-to-peer exchange of unwanted items
and materials, whilst more isolated citizen initiatives, such as the Goodlife Centre’s Repair Café in
Waterloo, London and the ‘Repair, Restart’ project

aim to provide detailed how-to support by knowledgeable experts in informal environments such as
café’s and public spaces.
At the level of research, BioRegional has
produced a number of publically available reports
loosely connected under the Waste and Resources
Action Plan (WRAP) banner. The Reclaimed Building Products Guide aims to make it easy for designers and contractors to specify and use reclaimed
materials in projects, whilst a guide to the Reclamation-led Approach to Demolition targets the
deconstruction side of major contracting works.
Whilst this work at the level of policy research
aims to make the case for re-use at a corporate
level, BioRegional also seek to establish a forum
for user feedback into the design and manufacturing process of consumer goods and building
products with the Museum of Bad Design project,
which has the principal aim of re-designing those
products to minimise waste and enable easy repair
and re-use.
Alongside a number of material-specific references for re-using things like plastic bags, tyres
and pallets, we also maintain a Pinterest collection
– to which anyone can contribute – that serves as
a repository for re-use eye-candy and a browseable collection of references to inspire, excite and
evidence what is possible in terms of re-use.
The R-Urban Wick ReUser Guide Re-Use Resources page is work in progress and we welcome
any references and contributions. The web-based
collection is available at www.wickonwheels.net/
collection/re-use-resource .
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contact by which those ‘in-the-know’ express interest in such materials and arrange for their reuse outside of the official system. Whilst there is a
preference for re-use firstly within the park itself
and secondly by local community projects, there
remains some ambiguity around the definition of
terms such as ‘re-use’ and ‘recycling’, whilst the
means of engaging with the re-use process itself is
far from clear.
Our general thoughts, and a particularly helpful exchange with Sadik – initially be email and later
by telephone – are outlined below, edited into a single conversation for clarity. We’d like to thank Sadik
in particular for taking the time to talk to us, and to
Will Wilkinson at Arup for putting us in touch.
Here follows an Interview with Sadik Hussein (LLDC)
Transformation Intern Project Sponsor at LLDC
(seconded from Arup) / Design Department / Re-use
Co-Ordinator

RE-USE AT THE LLDC

SAM BROWN

USER
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The London Legacy Development Corporation
(LLDC) has taken over as the planning authority for
the London 2012 Olympic site, and is responsible
for transforming a Games venue into a piece of city
in what is officially termed the ‘Queen Elizabeth II
Park Transformation’.
Although the original target of 90% re-use or
recycling of demolition waste was exceeded during
the initial building of the Olympic Park – with ‘only’
7000 tonnes of waste going to landfill – a report by
think-tank BioRegional concludes that more could
have been done to re-use and reclaim materials
rather than simply down-cycling them to inferior
grades of usage. In reality, it transpires, re-used or
reclaimed materials made up only 0.5% of the original target.
The transformation works will take place over
an extended period of time and there is roughly a 5
to 15-year window during which it will be possible
to re-use materials coming from the park, as well as
surplus materials from new construction on sites
currently marked for interim use. It is rumoured
that the new contracts differentiate between ‘reuse’ and ‘recycling’, although what targets are set
for each within the magic 90% target figure remains
unclear.
R-urban- Wick set out to research and map
the process by which re-use is being managed by
the LLDC. Prompted by our collaborations with the
Cre8 Lifestyle Centre on the Eastway, our idea is
to reveal the opportunities that interested parties
have to obtain re-usable material and explore the
extent to which such initiatives can contribute towards the Games’ ambition for a sustainable legacy.
To get to the bottom of this, we followed a
number of leads that led us ultimately to Sadik
Hussain, who informally manages re-use across the
many LLDC departments. Sadik is seconded to the
Design department from engineering firm Arup and
usually supports the LLDC’s internship programme,
although his remit to manage re-use means that
he also works closely with the Infrastructure and
Transformation departments. We also talked to
groups that are re-using material from the park,
to contractors that have been awarded contracts
to deal with re-use, and to agencies employed to
remove and store material on behalf of those contractors.
We found that there is a clear hierarchy for
the re-distribution of re-usable material that has
its roots in accountability – in such a high profile
regeneration project, it is expected that close scrutiny will be paid to how the LLDC is fulfilling the
pledges made for London 2012 to be the most sustainable Games of all time.
However, the very ‘official’ protocol – by which
contractors are required to register re-usable material as ‘assets’ for re-distribution – is paralleled
by an equally real, informal process of personal
mAY 2013

SB

Can you tell me a little bit about how this happens from the point of view of the LLDC?

SH

London Legacy Development Corporation
(LLDC) manages material reuse via a number
of routes. Our aim is to optimise the designing out of waste and to maximise the reuse and
recycling of material arising during demolition,
remediation and construction.
		 We have a hierarchy in reuse, although it is
subject to change: Our highest priority would
be to reuse materials within the Olympic Park
for transformation works. If not, we make it
available to LLDC commissioned projects. If
no reuse identified, then our next route is to
community projects – our preference would
be to local community projects, especially in
the host boroughs, but after that we’d consider national projects, including re-use centers.
Only then would we consider recycling.
		 All high security assets will be either reused within the park or sent to the awarded
Secure Asset Disposal Service Providers
(SADSP). We do not give high security assets –
such as Hostile Vehicle Mitigation (HVM) and
road blockers – to the public. There are also a
number of materials that were hired and will
return to the owner.
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SB

What exactely is available to be re-used?

SH

Currently materials are becoming available
piecemeal and the process is very dynamic.
Materials arise due to planned works and at
times due to additional scopes of works. Materials that arise due to additional scopes of
works have a short availability time due to
storage issues. This list is still being collated.
However at time to time I can email you of
available materials.

SB

And how can groups access it?
ISSUE 2
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Best way is to inform me the required materials with spec. i.e. dimensions, quantities and
etc. Initially I will look through my register and
then through the contractors’ register. If identified in a contractor’s register, I would then
forward your request to them. I then confirm
its availability and transport requirements. The
people/groups must have their own means of
transport. Heavy and large items such as lighting columns need to have a lift plan and the
correct transport size. We prefer each transport to be efficient as possible. Time to time
I will email you of materials that are available.
I’ll add a description of the best approach in
acquiring materials to my next email.
We also prefer requests for materials in
large quantities due to efficiency. The process
of accessing the site is quite difficult and long –
re-users need a vehicle pass, and a visitors pass,
and they need to have lifting plans and security
checks in place. The process varies from contractor to contractor – sometimes they’ll deliver, but it depends on the distance they have
to take it. Cre8 got material from both Bam and
Balfour Beatty in this way.
What are the common problems you face in
getting materials out to groups?

SB

Having this conversation is part of the process of
advocating for larger-scale re-use initiatives in major infrastructure and regeneration projects – simply
raising the issue, highlighting the sticking points and
keeping re-use part of the conversation. However,
key questions remain – it is still not clear what happens to material that is just too onerous to re-use,
or that hangs around for too long in temporary storage. Does it go to landfill? Or to long term storage
elsewhere? There must also exist an opportunity for
something like a re-use centre – or materials shop
like ReciproUK – where general members of the
public, or less formally constituted groups could
obtain small quantities of re-usable material or view
it first-hand. There is certainly an appetite for reusing materials at a number of levels. The LLDC have
put out a tender for a local-level re-use service.
Transformation of the park is set to take place over
the next 15 years and so the opportunity exists to develop systems that enable re-use at all levels – from
high-level, politically driven directives, through
contract administration to the small-scale, ‘how-to’
level of incorporating the materials themselves into
projects.

3.
4.
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TIMBER SOURCE:

Mainland Europe

LENGTHS:

600mm - 3900mm

WIDTH: 		

225mm

DEPTH:		

38mm

Timber scaffold boards provide a
working surface for scaffold users.
In the UK, scaffold boards are designed and tested to comply with BS
2482 [British Standards].

When the wood arrives from mainland
Europe it arrives already cut to
the correct dimensions. The wood is,
what is termed as ‘unseasoned wood’
[seasoning reduces the moisture
content of the wood], meaning it
is not dried before use. This is so
the timber maintains its equilibrium
with the natural environment and
ensures the wood does not begin to
warp, bend or twist when exposed to
the elements.

Identify what exactly what materials you
want. Try be as clear as possible. Good examples; classroom chairs, concrete slab,
timber decking or floodlights. Bad examples; chairs, flooring materials, fencing,
wood or lights.
Identify how much of it you want. Ask
the maximum you could take. Or specify
a minimum if needed. Good example; 5×
classroom chairs, 700m2 of timber decking, 5 pallets of concrete or 10-30 floodlights. Bad example: all classroom chairs,
all concrete or all lights.
Explain how you would manage to transport the requested materials.
Also add where and how you would re-use
each material. This will give us an idea if
the material would be suitable.
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The wood used to produce scaffold
boards in the UK is European Whitewood, which is imported from the
continent as it is this particular
wood that is stipulated in the by
BS 2482. This wood is selected over
wood grown in the UK such as Sitka
Spruce and Scotts pine as it is the
correct size and has superior structural integrity, which is inherent in the trees genetic make-up.
Technically, this means the tree has
greater fibre strength and a more desirable cell structure.

There are a few common problems we face in
providing materials to community projects; often we find that the re-user realises the material
is unsuitable for their project and hence it becomes waste. We also find that re-users do not
have the appropriate transportation means due
to size, weight, etc. on the day of transporting.
		 I understand that community projects take
a bottom up approach to re-use of materials.
However we need to make it clear exactly what
you will get and be clear on what is needed. The
best approach to acquire materials is to follow
the below:

2.

MATERIAL PROFILE

TIMBER SCAFFOLD
BOARDS

Thanks for your time – it’s been very useful to
get an insight into how re-use is managed at the
LLDC.

SH

1.
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Wood cut to be used as scaffold
boards is cut to three standard
thicknesses (38 mm which is the most
common, 50 mm and 63 mm) and a standard width of 225 mm and a maximum
length of 3900 mm long. The ends of
the boards are protected against impact damage either by metal plates
called hoop irons or sometimes nail
plates, which often have the company
name stamped into them.
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Reclaimed timber scaffold boards have become a ubiquitous building
material in Hackney Wick. The material is being used in various contexts, including in the design of table and bench furniture in bars and
cafes such as CRATE and COUNTER CAFE. They can be found being
utilised in various warehouse conversions and loft spaces as structural members and they have been used in the creation of different
types of work surfaces, shelving units and others pieces of household
furniture. Most impressively however, scaffold boards are the primary
material used in the construction of THE YARD’s 110-person capacity
theatre space, in Queens Yard.
Amidst the prominence of scaffold board construction in our local area, we decided to conduct a piece of research into the production, supply, use and re-use of reclaimed scaffold boards [which you
can find overleaf] in the hope that we would unearth with whom and
at point in the process would be the most efficient and sustainable
point for intervening and obtaining retired scaffold boards in the local
area, with which we could embark upon some material experiments.
Our research led us to Kyle Hickey, a proponent of the reclaimed
scaffold board and bar worker and furniture designers at CRATE bar
and eatery in Hackney Wick, who five years ago converted a warehouse in the local area - scaffold boards being the primary material
for construction. Amidst our growing difficulty in acquiring even a
small number of scaffold boards and our growing desperation to acquire them, Kyle boasted how five years previously “we had no problem obtaining old scaffold boards from local businesses”.
Incidentally, at the time of our conversation Kyle and CRATE were
also searching for a number of reclaimed boards to build some more
bar furniture and only days later we found ourselves half way up the
M11 in a van to Bishop’s Stortford, in Herefordshire county, where we
had pre-arranged to purchase half a ton of reclaimed boards from
Connect Scaffolding Ltd, thirty miles from base. Suddenly there was a
distinct sense of irony in the situation we found ourselves in.
It turns out that today; scaffold boards are a bit more difficult to
pick up so readily and cheaply as they were five years ago. Kyle explained,
“people seem to have become more resourceful, maybe out of necessity
as a result of the more harsher times brought around by the financial
crisis”. People, Kyle said, “seem to have caught on to the possibilities of
using such readily available reclaimed materials as scaffold boards”. So if
you require more than a few scaffold boards at any one time and at short
notice it may be advisable to look at sources slightly further afield. Try
sourcing boards through ebay or gumtree where boards are likely to be
available in larger quantities as opposed to scavenging within your immediate locality. In a world where natural resources are dwindling and
there is widespread economic hardship, reclaimed scaffold boards have
become a valuable commodity.
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INPUT

SECONDARY USE:
RE-USE/RECLAIMATION

PRIMARY USE: SUPPLY/RENTAL

Hackney Wick

X

£8 [10 foot board]
DIMENSIONS: Various lengths ranging from 5, 6, 8, 10 and 13 feet
QUANTITY: Min. order 5ft/Max. order 20,000ft
HOW TO PURCHASE: http://stores.ebay.co.uk/scrapboardsdirect
COLLECTION/DELIVERY: Collections can be made Monday to Thursday
CONTACT: Lisa Butler on 020 8709 5413

“You need to take care when cutting scaffolding
boards because the chemicals [arsenic] they
use to treat the timber is harmful to your lungs
if inhaled. REMEMBER TO WEAR A MASK!!”

[BROMLEY-BY-BOW, LONDON]
HOW MANY: Turns over more than 2500 boards per year
WASTE AVAILABILITY: Adhoc

£6 [10 foot board]
£2.50 [6 foot board]

[HACKNEY WICK, LONDON]
WHERE FROM: Connect Scaffolding Ltd
HOW MANY: 15 ten foot boards
COST: £5 per length
TREATMENT PROCESS: Yacht varnish [glazed/mat]

ARGE

TRADS SCAFFOLDING COMPANY LTD

Kyle [CRATE furniture designer] -

CRATtE BREWERY

L

“It’s more economical for us to dispose of our
entire stock and renew it on a regular basis than
it is to take the risk with potentially bad boards
and risk being taken to court by the H&S
executive.”

DIMENSIONS: Various lengths ranging from 4, 5, 6, 10 and 13 feet
QUANTITY: Any
HOW TO PURCHASE: http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/used-scaffold-boards-/
221187581809?pt=UK_H_G_Ladders_RL&hash=item337fcea771
COLLECTION/DELIVERY: Collections can be made Monday to Saturday
CONTACT: Vaughan [sound man] on 07717860676

Transcript from phone conversation -

Best option for
us as they are
relatively inexpensive,
continiously available
and short drive
away

M

EDIUM

CRANBROOK COMMUNITY GARDEN
[BETHNAL GREEN, LONDON]

CONNECT SCAFFOLDING LTD

WHERE FROM: Trads Sacffolding Comapany Ltd
HOW MANY: 28 six foot boards & 28 ten foot boards
COST: Free [community project donation]
TREATMENT PROCESS: Timber care [paint]

HOW MANY: Turns over 2000 boards per year
WASTE AVAILABILITY: Continuious Supply

[BISHOP’s STtorTFftord, Hero
ft rdsIRre]
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WAREHOUSE CONVERSION
[HACKNEY WICK, LONDON]

S

WHERE FROM: Various Suppliers from around Hackney Wick
HOW MANY: 25-30 boards
COST: Free
TREATMENT PROCESS: Sanded and [wood] varnished

MALL

POLE POSITION SCAFFOLDING
[ARGON MEWS, LONDON]
HOW MANY: Turns over 250-500 boards per year
WASTE AVAILABILITY: Adhoc [if any reuseable]

90

0C

1.5

M

THE YARD THEATRE
[HACKNEY WICK, LONDON]

2.4

M
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AR
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AR

“People come up with these whacky ideas
about using scaffolding boards to build this and
to build that, but they’re no good. They twist,
the rot... unless your going to use them to build
a raised bed or something, thats all they’re
good for.

COST TO ACQUIRE: Free [providing waste disposal service]
COST TO BUY: £1 per foot
AVAILABILITY: Ad Hoc
CONTACT: Aidi on 07961913470

Damaged boards

[BromLlEY-BY-BOW, LONDON]

Unusable boards

D

LEASIDE WOOD RECYCLING PROJECT

Off-cuts

Rotted Boards

WASTE

WHERE FROM: Various suppliers [including Trads]
HOW MANY: More than 150
COST: Free [Donation]
TREATMENT PROCESS: Sanded

M

“We recycle all our own boards internally. If it’s
13 foot board we cut it to 10, if it’s a 10 foot
board we cut it to 5 foot and 5 to 3 foot until it’s
done... ”

Transcripts from phone conversation -

WICK SESSION NO.8

PRODUCTION

RESOURCES

PREMIUM EUROPEAN WHITEWOOD TtIMBER
IMPORTED FROM: Austria/Germany/Czech Republic

ar

[BSI: SPECIFICATION FOR TIMBER SCAFFOLD BOARDS]

x

INPUT

+ A width of 225 mm and a thickness of either 38 mm or 63 mm
+ Each board must bear a) The number of this British Standard, i.e. BS 24821).
b) The identification mark of the supplier.
c) The letter M or V denoting machine or visually graded.
d) The word “support”, followed by the maximum span
in metres over which the board has to be supported.

BS 2482:2009
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FAILS STANDARD REQUIREMENTS
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JOHN BRASH

[GAINSBOROUGH, LINCOLNSHIRE]
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seCONDARY PRODUCER
‘Waste’ material sold off and packaged up
as packaging, wood chippings [to make
chip board] or firewood

S

use

WOOD IMPORTED: Approx. 30,000 tones per year
OUTPUT: Produces 2,000,000 scaffolding boards per year
WASTE: There is no waste

MALL

CRAWLEY PARKER LTD
[BELVEDERE, GREATER LONDON]

RTE

DT
OS

Transcripts from phone conversation E CO

ND
AR

Y

WASTE

PO

Sub-standard boards

NS

Saw dust

Timber off-cuts

TR A

”We used to be the 5th largest scaffolding
producer in the UK, now we are 145th. Scaffold
board production just isn’t financially profitable
enough for us to bother continuing at that level.
We still produce them, but a much smaller scale
now, aswell as other timber products.”

mAY 2013
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RESOURCES

Board of
Directors.

10%

Departments.

£

LLDC Projects.

@

or

Sadik Hussain.

STRATEGY

REUSE IN THE OLYMPIC
TRANSFORMATION...

Legacy List / EIHK / Emerging East / Creative Regeneration / etc.

+

LLDC-supported projects (partial list only...)

1a. White Building

@

Transformation &
Infrastructure /
Design Department /
Co-ordinates requests
with asset registers.

SPACE Studios

1b. Wick On Wheels (WOW)
Public Works / RUrban

1c. Experiments in Household
Knowledge
Public Works / RUrban

Top Level
Contractors.

2.

Frontside Skatepark

Andrew Willis / Frontside

Parks / Venues /
Landscaping / Estates
Services / Management
/ Secure Asset Disposal
Service Providers
(SADPs)

The re-use of high profile or high cost assets e.g. the donation of water tanks to Africa and
the legacy use of the Olympic stadium - are
dealt with at LLDC Director level. All other
re-use - apart from high security assets - is
dealt
with
directly
by
Contractors
and
co-ordinated at Department level. Priority is
given to LLDC projects, and then to non-LLDC
projects at both a local and national level.
Only then is material disposed of ‘normally’ either recycled or sent to landfill. The LLDC
re-use strategy is an evolving methodology.

Hierarchy of re-use for
material not re-used within the
Transformation works.

3.

90%
Others.

The Yard Theatre

The Yard

4.

Target for
re-use within
Transformation

The Canals Project

Various / Bloomburg LLP

5.

Floating Cinema Extra Ordinary

UP Projects / Somewhere / Duggan Morris

6.

Sparked

View Tube

7.

Sugarhouse Studios

Assemble

Sub-Contractors.

8.

Appointed by Top Level
Contractors /Approved
by LLDC Departments.

Cre8 Arc

Cre8 Lifestyle Centre

8.

9.

Wild Kingdom

We Made That / Free PLay

LLDC ‘PROJECTS’

10. ...

4.

Official ‘LLDC Projects’ in the Olympic boroughs receive
support from LLDC departments and have first refusal on
re-usable materials, providing they apply for them with
detailed requirements, a transport plan and a lifting
plan.

2.

Various Others

1.
3.

CRE8 ARC

see www.cre8lifestyle.org.uk

5.

The Cre8 Lifestyle Centre are constructing the Cre8 Arc
using earthship ’principals.‘Abundant materials’ are
defined by locality, to be sourced from within the M25
if not directly from the Queen Elizabeth II Park
Transformation Works. It is an evolving project.

4.

4.
Non-LLDC Projects
Local

Tr
Si an
te si
. t

Tr
Si an
te si
. t

6.

7.

Transit Site.
Pudding Mill Lane

national
community / wood / recycling
project

9.

Transit Site.

Non-LLDC Projects
National

South Park Hub.

Recycling / Landfill
Or
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WICK SESSION NO.9

WICK SESSION #9 was hosting a series of talks on the subject of affordable workspace in and around the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. The event was held on the 23rd of March 2013 at Unit 1 Vittoria Wharf, the
home of a wide range of young innovative and creative enterprises, who’s futures are increasingly uncertain due to the recent compulsory purchase through their property for a bridge to the Olympic park. The
session was co-hosted with Richard Brown from Affordable Wick.

AFFORD–
aBLE WORK
SPACE
SPACE AND TIME
FOR PURSUING AMBITIONS
Chris Carthy
On January 30th 2013,
Richard Florida readied himself
to make a confession. The process of confessing was pretty innocuous: hovering his mouse key
over the ‘submit’ button to send
a blog post to The Atlantic Cities website. But the content of
his confession was rather more
interesting, because Florida was
poised to finally accept the fatal flaw in a movement he had
himself spent decades building.
Richard Florida pioneered the
use of the term ‘creative class’,
and was the key advocate of the
theory that the recently educated young middle-class can remedy the catastrophic effects of
globalisation and de-industrialisation in western cities, simply
by moving in to cheap, run-down
neighbourhoods and getting
on with life. This creative class
seems predisposed to such areas anyway- so the theory goesand they’ll lay the groundworks
ISSUE 2

for more conventional investors
to move in over time. As a successful urban consultant Florida
has spent the past few decades
packaging and peddling this kind
of gentrification as a cure-all for
urban and economic desolation
in North America’s rust-belt cities.
On 30th January 2013 Richard Florida admitted what most
open-eyed urbanites have suspected for years, that the ‘creative class’ approach to urban
renewal tends, at best, to benefit those who need it least: “On
close inspection, talent clustering provides little in the way of
trickle-down benefits” to the
urban poor left stranded by the
retreat of jobs and communities
from the inner city. It is telling
that even the zealous proponents
of trickle-down economics don’t
choose a more convincing visual
metaphor than ‘trickle’ to argue
for the elusive boost of the free
market to the working classes. As
with global economics, so with
cities. The benefits of gentrification tend to defy gravity in their
ever-quickening upward flow. The
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trickle of opportunities- such as
cheap rent for large customisable
spaces- set in motion by the vanguard of creative colonisers has
charted a course of least resistance for a torrent of more aggressive expansion by big business
into new territories. The pre-existing residents and organisations
have gained little or nothing, and
now even the creative class itself
has moved from pioneer to persecuted. But wasn’t this inevitable? Not, apparently, for those
who have built lives and businesses (often in the same space)
amongst like-minded individuals
in the ruins of a long-dying manufacturing economy.
It was with themselves in
mind that a few dozen creatives
gathered on 23rd March 2013 for
the ninth in the series of Wick
Sessions, this time on Affordable
Workspace around the Olympic
Park in East London. I’m not sure
whether Richard Florida ever had
much to do with Hackney Wick
and Fish Island, the near-legendary cluster of creative live/work
spaces immediately west of last
MaY 2013
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year’s great event, but his ideas
seem to characterise the recent
changes here. We met in the Vittoria Wharf workspace that Tom
Fletcher, an entrepreneurial cook
who creates good food from
would-be market waste, shares
with a bunch of other young
creatives. As Richard Brown from
affordablewick.com went on to
explain, the building characterises the preferred spaces of the
area’s creative class: a formerindustrial warehouse that provides weatherproofing to a large
shared hall surrounded by selfbuilt structures housing studios,
living quarters and- in this case
at least- a kitchen for transforming reclaimed fruit into sellable
snacks. An impressive space but
also a vulnerable one.
Tom explained his neighbours’ ongoing threat of eviction,
pointing out the red line marking
out the half of the building that
sits on land designated for a new
bridge to the Olympic Park. The
great event is over but the insecurity persists. The architects in
the group, and I put my hands up
to being amongst them, who instinctively scanned the ceiling for
a corresponding structural line
along which the building could
be conveniently bisected, had
missed the point. If the London
Legacy Development Corporation
(LLDC) wish to see their belated
bridge, the whole place will likely
go. There could hardly have been
a more instructive illustration of
the insecurity suffered by people
building lives and businesses in
rapidly changing places like Hackney Wick.
So why does it matter that
the creative class are being priced
out of an area that had previously
afforded them the opportunities
to design, practice art, build enterprise and make? Aren’t they
simply suffering the consequences of a process they themselves
instigated? Though I have to admit
to being irritated by the assumption that creatives should assume
a greater right to being protected
from market forces or State diktat
than, say, the (uncreative?) metal
fabricator or commercial printer
down the road, the reasonable bit
mAY 2013
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of me knows this is a false choice.
The creatives may have pushed
rents up by adopting the area as
their own but this will likely be as
nothing compared to the Olympics-mandated transformations
to come. Richard Brown hit the
nail on the head when he spoke
about ‘being able to hang around
long enough to build your career’.
Affordable workspace matters because it gives people with little
money a fighting chance to pursue their ambitions, whether that
means recycling food for ethical
gain or recycling car batteries for
beer money. I only wish that the
concerns and ideas of the people
who predate the creative wave
could have been represented,
though I appreciate from personal
experience the difficulty of getting ordinary folk to turn out on a
Saturday evening, green tea or no
green tea. And so it falls to us creatives to search for models that
resist the fragmentation of places
where lives, businesses and careers are being painstakingly built.
The talks were full of
them. Liza Fior from art and architecture practice muf presented their pathways for the future
of Hackney Wick and Fish Island,
which puts the focus on new
types of ownership as the key
to sustaining affordability. Anna
Harding from Space studios, England’s largest provider of studio
space for visual artists, revealed
the knife-edge that affordable
workspaces currently sit on by
drawing attention to a campaign
to stop the government’s move
to allow easy reclassifications of
office space to residential use.
Moving towards more provocative proposals, the architectural
practice Assemble presented recent projects that seek to lower
the barriers to affordability by
building new architectural and,
probably more importantly, organisational models for workspace. A pizza kitchen and bar
currently cross-subsidises workspace at their Sugarhouse Studios
base in Stratford. Finally, Richard
Brown talked us through his idea
for a rolling production line for
cheap warehouse-like buildings
to populate underused parts of
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the Olympic Park.
Taken together, it is clear
that ownership type, use classification and organisational model
are the factors that make or break
the affordability of workspace in
places like Hackney Wick- for
creatives and others alike. Ownership should lye in the hands
of those who value the pursuit
of ambitions and ideas over pure
profit; safeguards preventing office space being easily reclassified as higher-value residential
space must remain; and new
organisational and governance
models that bring together different activities in social and financial interdependence can help
the resilience of all.
It would be really positive
to see spaces like the one we
were in transferred to community
ownership, and new models such
as Community Land Trusts (CLTs)
and forms of community co-operative ownership can allow this
to happen, especially if the land
is publicly owned. Though one
half of Vittoria Wharf is, much of
Hackney Wick and similar places
are in the hands of a multitude of
fragmented private ownerships.
The Portland Works complex in
Sheffield provides a successful
model of asset transfer from private ownership- where landlords
frequently pay little regard for
tenants’ livelihoods- to a demarketised community ownership
that puts people, not profits,
first. Portland Works is a Victorian industrial building full of artists and makers. It was threatened
with sale by its private landlord
but has recently been bought
out by a Community Benefit Society made up of its tenants. As
the Portland Works story proves,
demarketising the ownership of
these quietly important spaces
can guarantee their affordability
in the future. Affordability gives
people, whether classified as creative or not, the space and time
to pursue their ambitions.
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Illustration by muf from a
study working with DRMM, AZ
Studio, Rob Bevan and Stockly
commissioned by LLDC

SUSTAINABLE ENCLAVES
Liza Fior / muf
The cultural sector has made a
significant contribution to shaping the character of HW/FI; evident
in the adoption of a large number
of ex-industrial buildings as studios, galleries, social space and
live work units. Although plans for
the future include workspace (the
Area Action Plans for the area
state that work space should be
be provided) the future for the
cultural sector looks under threat,
it is fragile. Many organizations
have short leases and are subject
to increasing rent. The number
of empty buildings, indicate that
land is being held ready for redevelopment. The illustration above
puts in block form some of the
planning applications that are currently live -this is in the context of
guidance stating “There is a significant cluster of Creative Cultural
Industries within Fish Island and
there are opportunities to consolidate and promote this cluster
to contribute to a diverse local
economy.”, “Fish Island boasts a
strong and unique character as
a result of its historic buildings,
interesting streetscape and remaining industrial features. These
elements should be seen as a sigISSUE 2

nificant regeneration opportunity
to influence future development
proposals and contribute towards
creating a sense of place.”(LBTH
Fish Island AAP 2012). The drawing
shows current planning applications In HW/FI -it was interesting
that at the WICK Session only one
person present had taken part in
the consultation process by writing to the planners. All applications can be seen on the LLDC
website. Those living and working
in HW/FI have a clear role in the
process -in many ways the value of activity has been recognised
-why else would there be such
development activity? The question is, can that value be accommodated and not fobbed off with
a ground floor unit where one can
only imagine Costcutter as a tenant. A big and concurrent question
is the role the creative sector have
to support other non creative production.
Is it possible to sustain
enclaves of current conditions
as far as rent, space and atmosphere within new developments.
organisations such as Space have
long campaigned for uses to be
safe guarded, Stour Space being
registered as a community asset –
it seems it’s time to sit at the table?
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THE CREATIVE CLASSES AS
CITY DEVELOPERS
Richard Brown
It is time to recognise the creative
classes as our urban developers;
because they define new ways
of inhabiting forgotten parts of
our cities, recycling old buildings
from the inside out to make way
for new innovative uses. They invest their time, their money and
their efforts to unleash the potential in decrepit areas. Their actions exude cultural value, which
ultimately prices them out of
their own neighbourhoods.
I propose that the creative classes are to become ‘real’
developers from the grass roots,
using their collective skills and
expertise to self-procure, build
and manage their own neighbourhoods, tipping the default asset
centred process on its head to the
point where artists can in some
way ‘reap what they sow’. This
new kind of development would
have principles set not around financial gain, but around sociocultural activity, with an emphasis on
places where ‘things happen’.
In Hackney Wick and Fish
Island, East London, (known as
the densest artist community in
Europe if not the world) the new
MaY 2013
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‘community right to bid’ act is
enabling this discussion to start
taking place. Here there is a creative community beginning to find
ways to collectively purchase
their studio complexes in the
form of trusts.
To make developers of
these ‘fleeting classes’, it is crucial to understand how this usually transient demographic operates in our cities. Why are artists
so historically good at defining
new territories at the outskirts?
And what is so good about the
neighbourhoods they initiate?
Why do these places go stagnant?
And is transience itself an important factor?
Although they are a transient and delicate ecology, the
creative classes do a lot more
for city development than most
realise. This drift of the creative
classes in London is one if its
oldest stories in terms of regeneration; from Soho to Clerkenwell
through to Shoreditch, each of
these places have once been considered edge lands to the acceptable inner areas of London. Their
rise from cheap and dirty neighbourhoods, to gentrified high valued hot spots is a phenomenon
well known to any long term Londoner.
The drift is fuelled by the
need for affordable un-regulated
space, where creative practitioners of all kinds can live and work.
Well under the radar of local authorities and without their input
or attention, these creative practitioners act as entrepreneurs, negotiating longer and cheaper leases from landlords lumbered with
near derelict hulks. The ‘creatives’
invest heavily, with their earnings
and their efforts going into the
fit-out and occupation of buildings which they do not own.
Their collective skills of
physical construction, self-management and general thriftiness
allow them to release potential in
seemingly any given space, as long
as they are largely left to their
own devices. Landlords of industrial/commercial space see quick
returns, with their buildings occupied by live/work artists paying
almost a residential rate on space
mAY 2013
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which may have previously been
considered un-profitable.
From the ground level, very
active neighbourhoods emerge,
with old warehouse factories
spilling with activity into yards
and streets. Here the social and
cultural economy is much more
meaningful for young graduates looking to find their career
path as these are the times and
the places to find and share new
connections, develop practices
and make lasting work relationships. Much of this sociocultural
exchange takes place in the yards
and studios of factory complexes,
which seem to operate like creative business incubators. These
places quickly attract more people seeking cheaper and better
life styles, alternative to the stagnant & expensive neighbourhoods
now left behind.

At this moment, these areas are rich with gift economies
and support networks, new creative businesses grow here and
open up as independent galleries,
studios, cafés and shops. This moment is inevitably short lived, but
it is also the moment which sums
up what is to be fought for; the
sustention of fertile grounds, but
not necessarily the communities
which occupy them. At a community governance workshop I held
at one of these ‘creative factories’
the most pertinent question was
‘who wants to stay here forever?’
The answer is simply ‘nobody’,
communities such as these are
born out of transience, and what
is important in this context, is that
after this community naturally
moves on, then next one should
have similar opportunities and
ways of life as the current one.

Links
www.affordablewick.com
www.rejuce.co.uk
www.spacestudios.org.uk
www.assemblestudio.co.uk
www.muf.co.uk
CHRIS CARTHY
Urbanist, soapboxer and architectural assistant at Sarah Wigglesworth Architects. He has kept an eye on all things Hackney Wick
and Fish Island after researching and designing for self-organised
groups in the area for his studies in architecture and urban planning
at Sheffield School of Architecture. Chris researches and writes on
actions that have the potential to democratise cities, from neighbourhood planning and self-built housing to local government decision-making, urban desegregation and community activism.
Web: www.chriscarthy.com
Blog: www.chriscarthy.tumblr.com
Twitter: twitter.com/chris_carthy
LIZA FIOR / MUF
Borrn in London, where she continues to practise as founding
partner of muf architecture/art. The work of the practise negotiates
between the built and social fabric, public and private in projects
that have mainly been focused in East London but not exclusively so,
Each project is underpinned by unsolicited (by the brief / client)
research funded somehow by the studio itself. Projects range from
urban design to furniture, brief writing and landscapes, strategies
and buildings—a continual dialogue between detail and strategy.
Awards for muf projects include the 2008 European Prize for
Public Space (a first for the UK) for a new ‘town square’ for Barking, East London and the landscape Institutes presidents medal. www.
muf.co.uk
RICHARD BROWN / AFFORDABLEWICK
Resident of Hackney Wick & Fish Island (HWFI), he is training
to become an architect and has been actively involved in setting up
self build live-work units in the area. He published a survey on the
self build live-work movement in HWFI and has started a campaign on
affordable and sustainable work spaces. As part of Rurban-Wick Richard guided a walk visiting some of the self build live-work units
documented in his report, allowing an insight view in how they exist
and operate while discussing ideas for a more sustainable self build
live-work neighbourhood in HWFI. www.affordablewick.com
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CALL FOR MATERIALS

CALL FOR
MATERIALS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CALL FOR MATERIALS

WE ARE
LOOKINg FOR
FOOD MERCARATOR
– A FOOD WASTE DISPOSER
TO SHRED ORGANIC WASTE

BIOGAS SCRUBBER
– A SMALL VESSELF FILLED
WITH STEEL SHAVINGS

HEAVY DUTY PUMP
– HAND PUMP TO PUMP
ORGANIC WASTE INTO THE
DIGESTER

BIOGAS LANTERN AND
COOKER KID
– TO USE THE BIO GAS

HOT WATER TANK AND
5 METERS OF 32MM FLEXI HOSE ELECTRIC BOILER
– TO CONNECT INSIKERATOR – HEATING SYSTEM TO
TO DIGESTER
HEAT THE DIGESTER

PLEASE HELP US FIND Tt HE
MATERIALS WHICH WE
CAN RE-CYCLE TO BUILD
AN ANAEROBIC DIGESTER.
ISSUE 2
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2 LARGE PLASTIC OR STAINLESS STEEL DrUMS WITH LIDS
– MAIN DIGESTER VESSEL
AND GAS STORAGE

HOT WATER PUMP
– 80 DEGREE LOW WATT
TO HEAT DIGESTER TO A CONSTANT 25 DEGREES CELCIUS

INSULATION
– TO KEEP DIGESTER AT
CONSTANT TEMPERATURE

SOLAR WATER HEATING PANEL
- TO HEAT THE DIGESTER AND
KEEP IT OFF GRID WHENEVER
POSSIBLE

INSULATED PIPE
– FOR WATER HEATING SYSTEM
MaY 2013
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COMING SOON

Wick Garden walk

Scouting with SuperUse

We are planning to hold a garden networking walk
in mid May to link up a number of green initiatives
in Hackney Wick and Fish Island – please check our
website for detailed information.

Harvestmap.nl is a web-based, European-wide network of re-users sharing expertise, contacts and
sources of materials, searchable via a visual mapbased interface or a more traditional listing. The
platform is currently in beta-version testing and is
seeking users to participate and contribute.

www.cre8lifestylecentre.org.uk / www.earthship.com

Waste Food Workshop

R-urban is teaming up with Tom Fletcher from Rejuce to host a series of workshops around waste food
production – please check our website for detailed
information. www.r-urban-wick.net

AnearobiC Digester

Together with Fausto Marcigot and Thomas Fletcher
we will be exploring how to build an anaerobic digester from recycled materials.- please check our website
for detailed information. www.r-urban-wick.net

mail@r-urban-wick.net

R-urban Wick have been asked to participate in
the testing by uploading information about re-use
in London, to establish it as a ‘node’ on the system
alongside the relatively well-populated network in
the Netherlands. Whilst some things are best reused locally – such as sources of material – some
things are less geographically dependent. Although
it is primarily in Dutch, there are sections in English
and Google Translate does the rest. www.harvestmap.nl

R-UrBAN: is a bottom-up strategy that explores the

WICK ON WHEELS: is a roaming production unit, which trav-

possibilities of enhancing the capacity of urban
resilience by introducing a network of residentrun facilities. R-Urban initiates locally closed
ecological cycles that will support the emergence of
alternative models of living, producing and consuming.
R-urban is supported by the EU Life+ Programme of
environmental governance. The project partners are
AAA, Paris (coordinator), the City of Colombes and
public works, London. Wick on Wheels and Wick Sessions
are coordinated by public works as part of R-Urban.
To learn more visit: www.r-urban-wick.net or contact us
on mail@r-urban-wick.net

els across Hackney Wick and the surrounding areas. It
engages with local communities of East London to reuse,
recycle, repair and re-make.

Wick Sessions

Wick Sessions will continue on a monthly basis in locations around Hackney Wick and Fish Island. – please
check our website for detailed information.

WICK ZINE: Co-edited by: Public Works + R-urban Wick /
Graphic Design: Marcos Villalba.
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WICK SESSIONS: are a series of talks, seminars and walks
dedicated to Hackney Wick and its surrounding area,
bringing together a wide range of voices and expertise.
The current series of talks are supported by the London
Legacy Development Corporation
Experiments in Household Knowledge: A series of collaborations with East London environmental innovators which
explore and showcase unusual and inventive ways of making and experimenting.From new gardening techniques to
alternative forms of energy production or innovative
recycling methods.
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